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Stock Scan 

BSE Code 500520 

NSE Code M&M  

Bloomberg Ticker MM:IN 

Reuters Tickers MAHM.NS 

Face Value (INR)  5.00 

EPS TTM (INR) 59.54 

Current P/E 23.10 

Average P/E 18.71 

Beta vs Sensex   1.10 

Debt/Equity 1.65 

Average Daily Volumes 1046,487 

A few Quick Facts about Mahindra & Mahindra (M&M) 

 In FY2017, M&M sold 5,06,624 vehicles (a growth of 2.5% in comparison to the previous year) and 
2,63,021 tractors (a growth of 22.8% over the previous year).  

 Out of the total vehicle sales, domestic sales were 469,384 and exports were at 37,240 units in 
FY17. Under Farm Equipment, M&M sold 248,594 units of tractors domestically and exported 
14,583 units, during the same period.  

 M&M’s FY17 total domestic vehicle sales breakdown by products: UVs 222,541 units, CVs 
180,948, Vans 10, 370 units, Cars 3,219 units and three wheelers 52,306. 

 In the domestic UVs market, Maruti Suzuki emerged as a leader, holding 31% of total market 
share, whereas M&M is the third largest domestic UV seller in India with a market share of 29.2%. 
The company lost almost 800 basis points in FY17 as compared to FY16. 

 Scorpio continues to build upon its iconic status and the demand for Scorpio remained strong at 
49,319 vehicles in FY17. a growth of 2.6% over the previous year.  

 The Passenger Vehicle segment, has demonstrated a clear shift towards preference for UVs, with 
the UV segment growing 29.9% and UVs accounting for 25% of Passenger vehicle sales in FY2017, 
(which was 21% in the FY2016). 

 The company continued to maintain its leadership with a market share of 66% in LCV (2.0-3.5 
tons). Also holds a strong position in LCV>3.5 Tons),  which accounts for almost 50% of total CV-
goods industry. 

 FY2017 saw the completion of 34 years of M&M leadership in the domestic tractor market. The 
company performed very well, attaining a market share of 42.7%, a gain of 1.8% over the previous 
year. This market share of 42.7% is the highest ever market share achieved by the company.  

 In Indian Tractor market, after M&M, john Dere holds the second position in term of market 
share. 

 Tractor industry growth in the FY2017, was led by improvement in rural economy on back of 
normal monsoons, lifting the farm sentiments during the year.  

Market Data  (as on  26.07.2017) 

Current market price (INR) 1413.00 

52 Week High/Low:                                              1508.95/1141.40 

Target Price 1725.00 

Upside potential 22% 

Market Capitalization (In INR-Cr)  86333.68 

Recommendation  BUY 

Stock Return Vs. Nifty Return Chart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

**The figures in the table are adjusted as per Bloomberg 

**Mahindra & Mahindra-Financial Performance at a glance (Consolidated) as on July 26,2017  
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Nifty M&M

Brief Overview 

Mahindra & Mahindra Limited (M&M)  is the flagship company of the Mahindra Group, which consists 
of diverse business interests across the globe and aggregate revenues of around $19.0 billion. The 
Automotive and Farm Equipment segment of M&M, continue to focus on creating products and 
technology led services, which enable its customers and stakeholders to rise. By focusing on customer 
centricity, frugal innovation and enhancing people capabilities, the Company continues to consolidate 
its leadership position in the domestic market while pursuing global expansion.  

Research Analyst: Jeet Ghosh 

Email ID: jeet.ghosh@smifs.com 

Particulars (INR Cr) FY 2015A FY 2016A FY 2017A FY 2018E FY 2019E 

Net Sales 63361.96 67351.77 73999.77 78824.43 89222.20 

Growth (%) (05.30%) 06.29% 09.87% 06.51% 13.19% 

EBITDA 2959.70 3286.47 3543.69 10399.03 12325.47 

EBITDA Margins (%) 04.67% 04.87% 04.78% 13.19% 13.81% 

Net Profit 2945.73 3083.20 3345.60 4768.73 5789.60 

Net Profit Margins (%) 04.64% 04.57% 04.52% 06.04% 06.48% 

Net Profit Growth (%) 04.60% 04.66% 08.51% 42.53% 21.40% 

EPS 47.59 56.80 61.47 78.88 95.88 

BVPS  437.21 489.88 548.90 538.41 614.00 

P/E 22.36 20.77 18.83 17.33 14.26 

P/BV 2.72 2.47 2.34 2.54 2.23 

EV/EBITDA 11.08 9.06 9.92 11.76 9.52 

ROE (%) 10.60 10.40 13.15 15.57 16.58 
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Mahindra & Mahindra 
Automobile 

Farm loan waiver could be a major trigger to the Tractor industry 

The recent announcement of farm loan waiver of nearly INR1 lakh crore by a few state 
governments is likely to benefit farm equipment companies including M&M, VST Tillers and 
Escort. The conviction behind this assumption will be stronger when we look into the 
previous farm loan waiver was announced by the Congress government in February 2008 
with a total outlay of INR52,500 crores. The amount was released to banks over the next few 
years. As a result, in 2009, the tractor sales spiked up by 21% in the domestic market. This 
time, the quantum of farm loan waiver in two states, Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra are 
estimated at INR66,400 crores. In Punjab, the farm loan waiver could be another INR100 
billion. Karnataka has also waived off INR8170 crores of farm loans. Further, there is demand 
for farm loan waiver in states of MP, Haryana and Rajasthan. Uttar Pradesh accounts for 
around 15% of the total tractors volumes in the industry, followed by Andhra Pradesh with 
11.3%. Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh of 12% each and Maharashtra 9%. Haryana, Karnataka 
and Punjab together account for another 15% volume share. Hence, loan waiver in these 
states will lead to higher disposable income with farmers, which will flow towards investment 
in additional equipment. Moreover, the tractor can create asset backed loan whereas crop 
loans will be risky until the government next disbursal of money.  

Gaining market share with better volume growth bodes well for M&M 

In the recent quarter, the company registered a total tractor sale volume growth of 23% 
compared to 18% average industry growth. This growth resulted into improvement to its 
market share of 42.7% during the year, expanding by 180 basis points. Yuvo range of tractors, 
launched by M&M during H2FY17 has been well received by its customers. The company is 
also working on a higher than 50HP tractor in Swaraj division. The expectation of above 
normal monsoon and increasing demand resulted in robust growth in FY17. On the new 
launches platform, M&M is planning to launch one new variant in tractor in the next 12 
months. On account of better monsoon spread and government’s increasing thrust on rural 
spend, the company expects revival in the tractor demand in farm and non-farm usage 
segment. However, in the UV segment, the company lost its market share due to absence of 
the new launch in the market in recent years. But, the Company’s continued focus on new 
product development are expected to help the company to gain traction in the UVs market, 
going forward. 

Competitive advantages over other players 

M&M automobile segment mostly concentrates on UVs, whereas the company has very 
minimum dependence on PV segments. With strong demographics and increasing young 
population in the country are the primary catalyst for the company to increase its total sales 
of cars. Car models like XUV500, TUV, KUV100 and Mahindra Bolero are well accepted in the 
market with incremental demands coming on the way. The total demand for the company’s 
cars are growing as the new tax regime makes UVs more attractive. With GST, the SUV/MUV 
vehicles are coming under lesser tax bracket than earlier. M&M is confident about its total 
vehicle sales numbers in the coming months as they are passing on the benefit of GST directly 
to the consumers with lower price. 

Also, the farm equipment segment will be benefitted as mentioned earlier. So, overall the 
company has already placed itself into a stronger position. Favorable demography and 
continuous development in the strategies are likely to bring better growth prospects for the 
company. 

In a current scenario where cab aggregator business are facing heat over shrinking incentives 
structure and it is expected now that there are some interruption in the total demand of PV 
in the coming days. Moreover, distressed sales of used PVs also coming to the market, which 
may impact the overall demand in passenger vehicle segment. However, M&M is unlikely to 
face any significant downtrend in its sales numbers as most of the vehicles are under UV 
segments.   

Investment Rationales 

M&M’s  total CV sales (FY2017 VS FY2016) 

Source: Company 
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A first mover in the e-vehicle segment 

M&M secured its place in the e-vehicle market before other companies even thought of it. As 
of now the company is one of the market leaders in India for e-vehicle.  Stepping up its 
investment in electric vehicles, Mahindra & Mahindra is setting up of a new facility to make 
battery packs to power e-vehicles. Once completed, the plant at Chakan in Pune will help boost 
the company's production of battery packs ten times from now.  The maker of e2o and e-verito 
electric cars is simultaneously working on new technologies that will enable it to produce high-
powered vehicles. While it is planning to increase production at the Bengaluru plant to 1,000 a 
month, the new Chakan facility will have a capacity of 60,000 units a year, or 5,000 a month. 
The battery packs will be supplied to Mahindra's factories in Nashik and Chakan that 
manufacture electric cars.  

While ramping up, Mahindra is also working towards bringing down the cost on manufacturing 
e-vehicles by 20% to make the current pricing sustainable for the company. With its strong 
market presence, the growing acceptance of e-vehicle in the Indian market is likely to impact 
positively and will enable the company to strengthen its market position. 

Strong global operation taking it to new highs 

M&M continued to remain the biggest seller of tractors and farm equipment in India. While it 
is strengthening its position in the domestic market, the company is persistently focusing  in 
the global market through acquisitions to tap the global farm equipment market. The farm 
equipment market is worth $150 billion and it is underpenetrated. Currently M&M’s global 
operation contributes almost one fourth of the company’s equipment segment’s revenues. 
Besides being the largest tractor seller in India, M&M is also one of the largest company in 
abroad in terms of total volume sales of tractors. To penetrate the global markets further, the 
company acquired a non-tractor farming equipment company, which is expected to give a 
great push to the company in this $90 billion worth market, globally. As the farm equipment 
space is the new growth avenue, M&M plans to grow through organic and inorganic routes.  

Recently M&M announced that it will invest INR150 crores in off highway utility vehicle in the 
US market. This segment is very niche and the company is expecting to gain first movers 
advantage. The manufacturing plant will be situated in Detroit. The manufacturing activity will 
start this fiscal and M&M expects to generate INR250 crores by FY2019. This development is in 
line to generate 50% of the total revenues from the global operation by FY2019. 

Valuation: 

Market leadership in the tractor segment, favorable tax regime and increasing demand 
bodes well for the company. We assign a P/E multiple of 18 to its FY19(E) EPS of 95.88 and 
arrive at a TP of INR1725.00. 

M&M: Auto Sales QoQ and YoY (In Units) 

Mahindra & Mahindra 
Automobiles 

Source: Company 
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Disclaimer 

Any document, including this report, which is prepared by the research team of Stewart & Mackertich 

Wealth Management Ltd. (SMIFS) is circulated for the purpose of information only to the intended 

recipient and should not be replicated or quoted or circulated to any person/corporate or legal entities in 
any form. This document/ documents/ reports/ opinion should not be interpreted as an Investment/ 

taxation/ legal advice. While the information contained in the report has been procured in good faith, 

from sources considered/ believed to be reliable, all/ part of the statement/ statements/ opinion/ 

opinions/ view/ views in the report may not be considered to be complete or accurate. Therefore, it 

should only be relied upon at the recipients own risk.  

 
Research Analysts/ Economists/ Advisors/ Investment Strategists or any other spokes persons of 

the company (SMIFS) are often sought after for expressing their views on print/ electronic/ web 

media. The views expressed are purely based on their assumption/ understanding on fundamental 

approach/ technical and historic facts on the subject. The views expressed should not be 

construed as an offer to buy/ sell or hold equity/ commodity/ currencies or their derivatives. The 
views/ opinions expressed is for information purpose only, and may change due to underlying 

factors, related or unrelated or other market conditions and may or may not be updated.  

 

Stewart & Mackertich Wealth Management Ltd, its subsidiaries, or any of its directors, employees, 

agents, and representatives shall not be liable for any damages whether direct or indirect, incidental, 

special or consequential including lost revenue or lost profits that may arise from or in connection with 
the use of the information/ research reports/ opinions expressed.  

 

Disclosure: Clients/ associates of SMIFS Group may be holding positions in equities or their derivatives 

on which the research report is made or opinion is formed or views are expressed in print or electronic 

media. We ensure all compliance is adhered to with this report/ reports/ opinion or views expressed.  
 

Analyst ownership of the stock – NIL  

Analyst’s dependent relatives’ ownership in the stock – NIL  

 

Analyst Certification: The matter related to the report has been taken from sources believed reliable and 
the views expressed about the subject or issues in this report accurately reflect the personal views of the 
analyst/ analysts. Stewart & Mackertich Wealth Management Ltd. does not compensate partly or in full, 
directly or indirectly, related to specific recommendations or views expressed by the research analysts/ 
market strategists/ Portfolio Managers. 
 

REGISTRATION as required under SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulation 2014 has been granted by 

Securities & Exchange Board of India (SEBI), registration number being INH300001474.  
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